
 

PIPELINE 
 

ARE PRODUCERS AND EMPLOYEES 1099 CONTRACTORS OR EMPLOYEES? 
  
(Reprinted for the many agency owners calling to determine the status of their staff as either employees or independent 
contractors – Al Diamond)  
  
OR – He or She MAY BE AN EMPLOYEE IF… (With my apologies to Jeff Foxworthy)  
  
           This question comes up frequently with respect to payroll taxes, to benefits programs and to workers compensation 
rules. This is obviously an important issue, the results of which can cause state and IRS problems that can haunt you for a 
long time. The determination of status as an employee or contractor is not one of convenience or money-saving efforts. 
It is one of law and you must consider these guidelines carefully before designating people to either category. 
  
Whether a worker is an independent contractor or an employee is based on three main issues:   
  
- BEHAVIORAL CONTROL  
- FINANCIAL CONTROL  
- RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES  
  
These are each subjective considerations, but they must be made carefully for each worker to avoid future problems for 
both the worker and the employer. 
  
BEHAVIOR CONTROL 
He or She may be an employee if you direct and control the worker --  
This doesn’t have to be specific instructions (although the procedure of inputting customer information or transactions 
into an automation system certainly qualifies). General instructions like who to solicit (what lines of business, target 
markets, geographic areas), how they are to be solicited (marketing plans used by producers), responses to solicitations 
(like Sales Call Reports) and directions of how to process those prospects (like specifically and fully completing applications 
for underwriting) are forms of control that will likely be defined as an employee/employer relationship rather than one of 
independent contractor. If you provide direct training to allow the person to do the job, He or She may be an employee.  
   
FINANCIAL CONTROL 
There is no precise dollar or percentage test to determine whether the employer has financial control over a worker or if 
the worker has made a significant investment in his/her work. But: 
  
- He or She may be an employee if you pay for all the equipment (like computers, reference materials, office equipment) 
used by the worker.  
- He or She may be an employee if you reimburse business expenses (like mileage, T&E, education, licensing, etc)  
- He or She may be an employee if He or She either can’t profit from his/her increased profitability to you OR if -- He or 
She can’t suffer financial loss from his/her failed efforts.  
  
RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES: 
  
- He or She may be an employee if He or She receives benefits, pension, or paid vacation.  
- He or She may be an employee even if He or She doesn’t receive benefits (based on other considerations)  
- He or She may be an employee if there is a written contract between the worker and the business  
- He or She may be an employee if He or She works only for one employer and/or maintains an office (at no cost) at the 
employer’s location.  



  
As you can see, most workers in insurance agencies will be defined as employees based on these considerations. Please 
consult your tax and legal advisors to make certain that you are following the guidelines regarding how you treat your 
workers. You may also call Agency Consulting Group, Inc. (800-779-2430) to speak to Sherry Diamond, EA. As an Enrolled 
Agent and Past President of the N.J. Association of Tax Professionals, and an expert in taxation (and by the way a great 
wife, mother and grandmother) Sherry can help explain these guidelines to you. 
  
Here is a questionnaire used to determine the likelihood of a worker being considered an employee or contractor; the 
more ‘Yes’ answers, the more likely that the individual will be considered an employee. 
  
1. Instructions -Does the boss have the legal right to give instructions to the worker during the work project? 
  
2. Training -Does the boss teach or train the worker to perform the tasks involved in the project? 
  
3. Integration -Is the job such that various components must be performed by various workers independently, with one 
task finished before the next begins? 
  
4. Services Performed Personally - Does the boss expect that the worker perform the project (him) herself - not by 
someone else? 
  
5. Hiring, Supervising, or Paying Assistants - Does the boss select, oversee, or compensate individuals helping with the 
project? 
  
6. Continuing Relationship - Does the worker perform services periodically? 
  
7. Fixed Hours of Work - Does the boss determine when the worker works? 
  
8. Full Time Required - Does the boss expect the worker to work full time or not hold another job with the boss's 
competitors? 
  
9. Work on Employer's Premises - Does the worker perform services at the location of the boss's business? 
  
10. Set Sequence or Order - Does the boss have the right to tell the worker which tasks to perform first? 
  
11. Oral or Written Reports - Does the boss expect the worker to report progress as the job is in process? 
  
12. Payment by Units of Time - Does the boss compensate the worker based on either time worked, commissions, or 
piecework rather on completed project? 
  
13. Payment of Business or Travelling Expenses - Does the boss pay for out-of-pocket expenses of the worker for travel or 
entertainment? 
  
14. Furnishing Tools or Materials - Does the boss provide the tools or materials necessary for the worker to complete the 
task? 
  
15. "Significant" Investment - Does the boss have more money at risk in the performance of the task than the worker, 
(excluding any vehicle owned by the worker and used for any purpose within the task)? 
  
16. Realization of Profit or Loss - Does the boss risk more out-of-pocket money than the worker excluding the possibility 
the worker may not get paid? 
  
17. Multiple Jobs - Does the boss require the worker to only work for the boss's business in the same industry? 
  
18. Available to the Public - Does the nature of the worker's commitment to the boss severely reduce or restrict the ability 
of the worker to work for other bosses in the same industry? 
  



19. Right to Discharge - Can the boss terminate the worker during the project without showing violation of the contract? 
  
20. Right to Terminate - If the worker arbitrarily quits, does the boss still have to pay for the work completed even though 
the project is not yet finished? 
  
IMPORTANT EXCEPTION – The tax law specifically exempts Life Insurance Producers from the requirements of employees.  
  
NEW DEVELOPMENTS – The State of New Jersey (and other states may be doing the same) has issued a law that simply 
states that if one is not registered as a business in the State of New Jersey, He or She is automatically considered an 
employee of whichever business for which He or She performs work. The goal of the State is to collect Unemployment 
Insurance from anyone with employees (and from businesses trying to avoid this cost for workers who should be 
considered employees). This has yet to be challenged, but is a clear effort to convert Schedule C filers into employees of 
others if they are not a registered business.  
  
Please get IRS publication 1779 (Rev. 1-2005) – catalog # 16134 for a brochure on the subject (www.irs.gov)  
 

CUSTOMER VALUE vs. CUSTOMER COST 
 
 What’s a customer worth?  
  
         You work hard to sell insurance to new customers, we all know that, and that is why we pay for marketing and 
advertising to prospects, the general public, and for internal marketing to carriers. That is also why we pay producers more 
for new business (or for growth) than to renew and maintain existing accounts. 
  
Just what is the value of a customer?  
         Is it the annual commissions from his policy? 
         Is it the profit after charging expenses to his commission? 
And, should all customers be valued the same way? 
  
         We propose that the value of a customer to the agency is best represented by his revenue potential over his projected 
lifetime as your client. That sum can amount to some serious money! Unfortunately, most agents never collect the value 
of their customers. They undersell the client by not offering the full range of products the client needs, and therefore the 
client does eventually purchase all of the needed products, from someone else. 
  
         Imagine for a moment that you have $1 Million dollars to invest and to earn income. You could simply put that money 
into a bank savings account and earn a minimal income, you could put the money into a higher income generating bank 
account, you could invest the money in a variety of ways to earn even more, or you could pay attention to the markets 
and move the money to gain the strongest earnings while maintaining an acceptable degree of safety. The more you pay 
attention to your investment, the more it’s worth !!! New clients are your investment in the future of the agency.  
  
         A young man with a car and an apartment may only be worth $150-$180 per year in commissions to you now, but 
add a wife in a few years, a couple of kids a few years thereafter, cars, homes, RV’s, vacation homes, life insurance and, 
eventually, cars for the kids, and you can easily reach a whopping $60,000 in commission income to you over the work-
life of that young man (example available on request). That does not even consider any commercial lines and referral 
business that may come to you as the result of your relationship. 
  
         Does your staff treat every young person asking for an insurance quote as a potential $60,000 client, or do they 
mistreat him, or even chase him away, because he’s young and has no supporting policies already? 
  
         Even if you end up writing his insurance, you can treat that client like the simple savings account in our example, 
above. Write his auto and tenant policy and never ask for anything else, and it will be a secure $150 for the projected 4-6 
year life of a two-policy account, or you could create a relationship that will mature the account as the client needs your 
services. He will call for coverage if he has a positive relationship with your agency, but not if his relationship with you is 
transparent. Or, you can become pro-active, contacting the client on a regular basis, creating the need as his condition 
changes through his career and life. 



  
         If you exert the full marketing press to build a relationship with a new client, and if a client does not react to either 
your reactive or proactive efforts to serve his needs, that client’s value diminishes for your agency.  If you attempt to 
prospect your own client to mature his needs for insurance with you as the default insurance agent, you will certainly 
grow the lifetime earnings from that client. 
  
         This brings us to our second point. ALL CUSTOMERS ARE NOT THE SAME AND SHOULD NOT BE VALUED (or treated) 
SIMILARLY. A customer should be valued by you if he brings value to you. If you do not prospect your customers for all of 
their insurance needs, shame on you, but that still means that the client is worth $150 per year. If you prospect regularly, 
but the client does not react and places insurance coverage elsewhere, shame on him! He has passed up an excellent 
counselor that could protect his family and his assets throughout his life, but, either way, the client is worth a minimal 
amount to your agency and cannot be logically treated as you would treat a $60,000 client.  
  
         How much service can you afford to give a client?  
The best way to answer this is financially. Using Personal Lines as an example, compute the number of transactions 
generated in the department during a year. Those numbers are available to any agency using a standard agency 
management system. Yes, I know that there are many transactions that do not “hit” the computer, but the total 
transactions will be a factor of the computer transactions, even if they are actually double the number.  
  
         Next take the expense of Personal Lines. Use personnel costs (including benefits) and allocate a percentage of all 
other administrative costs (i.e. rent, telephone, administrative personnel, management personnel) to this department.  
  
         Divide the total Personal Lines expenses by the number of transactions to achieve the cost per transaction in the 
department. Let’s say you generate $200,000 of Personal Lines commission and $160,000 of expenses on 3000 
transactions. Your average cost per computer transaction is $53.33. If you have a $150 revenue customer, you generate a 
profit as long as you generate one or two transactions for him in a year. If you have labor intensive clients who only provide 
$150 in annual commissions, your agency can not afford to treat them as well as the lifetime client, whose average annual 
income to the agency will be $1,364 ($60,000 divided by 44 effective career years). The agencies that will inevitably survive 
and profit in the marketplace will find more efficient ways of dealing with low margin customers or will eliminate them. 
  
         Consider the marketing effort needed to make a new client into a lifetime client. If it works, the client is worth his 
weight in gold. If it doesn’t work, you are losing in two ways: first, you will lose money on these clients if they are time 
consuming for the agency, and second, you lose the opportunity income that would have been generated by your staff 
dealing with Lifetime Clients instead of single policy customers. Most agencies feel that even a $150 per year client is 
worthwhile. For the most part that is not true. If you are so busy with $150 clients that you cannot effectively service the 
“Lifetime Clients”, or cannot market to new clients, those $150 clients are draining you, not benefiting your agency. 
  
         We have directed this article toward young personal lines clients. We have done so because during my 30+-year 
career, I have seen many of these youngsters become professionals and business owners. The treatment that they receive 
when they are 21 years old, looking for their first auto policy, reflects on their attitude toward insurance in general and 
toward their agent, in particular, when they make insurance decisions later in life. We have not even explored the 
relationship transfer from personal lines to commercial clients, and the compounded revenue value of those clients. Just 
let it be noted that every new client should be treated as you would treat a $60,000 commission client. Market to those 
clients to make them rely on you for ALL of their insurance needs. If you succeed, stick with them, they are your 
benefactors for the future, but if the clients resist your efforts to become their insurance counselor, consider replacing 
them with different relationship-based clients. 
  
         You know the quality and value you bring to a client relationship. If the client does not treat you, your staff, or your 
agency as you would expect someone to treat a valuable asset, you are probably better off without him than with him. 
 
 

MEASURING EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE 
 
         Measuring employee performance appears to be a hazy cloud for most agents and managers. When an agent senses 
an employee is not performing at full potential or whether the employee is not performing at all may be difficult without 



presenting any statistics or supporting data indicating job performance. We “have a feeling” when an employee is 
performing badly at their job, but we don’t know exactly how badly or how to measure the performance toward 
rehabilitating or replacing the employee.  
 
         I hope this article along with other assistance that Agency Consulting Group, Inc. can offer an agency in a consulting 
capacity, can clear away the hazy cloud and make performance indications both clear and objectively determined. This 
article will tell how to properly measure all of the categories of employees that are common in an insurance agency, from 
President to receptionist. 
 
         Owners active in the agency should be measured in two ways: first the growth and profitability of the entire company, 
second in the role that they actively pursue within the agency. Planning agencies already know that the top side of every 
annual plan is growth and profit expectation. If the agency grows to at least its annual goal and achieves at least its annual 
profit, the owners of the agency have done their jobs directing the progress of their business and are rewarded by greater 
value and potential dividends. Please notice that we are not tying the owners’ regular compensation into this measure of 
success. That’s because the success of the company is due to the efforts of all employees and should reward the agency’s 
owners accordingly – whether they are active in the agency or not. If the agency generates more earnings (profit after 
taxes) than it needs to sponsor its future growth, the owners may choose to give themselves dividends according to their 
ownership - not according to how valuable each was to the agency per se. 
 
And, of course, the growth and continued profit of any company adds to its terminal value (the value achieved by the 
owners upon their retirement or residual value if they work until they die). That the ROE (Return on Equity) that is the 
primary ‘pot of gold’ for business owners. 
 
         The measure of success of owners, like any other employee of the agency, depends on their performance in the role 
that they assume in the agency. If a producer, they should be paid like any other producer. If a manager, they should be 
paid like any other manager. We have a client that is owned by a husband and wife. She is the primary service agent in 
the agency and manages it. He works in the agency as the maintenance person, making sure the building, offices and 
equipment is always working properly and in good condition. She is paid $150,000 for her two roles (in proportion to how 
much time she spends in each) while he is paid $29,000 for his role. 
 
         At the end of the year, they commonly split 50% of the earnings (the rest stays in the agency to sponsor its growth, 
employees, etc), which could generate a nice six-figure check to each of them. They decided (many years ago with our 
assistance) that they should earn exactly what it would cost to replace their functional efforts if they had to replace one 
or the other of them. In that way, their expenditure for their efforts is “fair and equitable” compared to the cost of their 
other employees, but they are rewarded for their business success at the end of the year based on the levels of success 
they can drive each year. By the way, two employees in the agency make more than the owner because of their 
productivity and contribution to the agency’s success. Those two employees are heading for ownership within a short 
period of time when the husband and wife retire. 
 
         Producers’ compensation has been muddied by the desire of every agency to pay straight commission (ie: We pay 
for results) and the need of the employees to have stable compensation levels with which to sponsor their families’ and 
their lifestyles. However, whether we use salary, draw, commission or a combination of these gauges to pay a Relationship 
Manager, the measurement of their success can be boiled down to two things, 1) revenue from sales and management of 
existing relationships, and 2) levels of activity sufficient to generate the target revenues each year. 
 
         We pay producers for the next year based on the past year’s revenue results. So if a producer has generated sufficient 
revenue to warrant $75,000 personal income (and that is sustainable through retention and similar production in the 
following year – this discounts multi-year deals and one-time big sales), his next year’s income will be projected (and paid) 
based on $75,000 (or a close 80% - 90%) of that expectation. We do NOT try to pay the lowest regular compensation each 
year with bonus money making up the difference in traditionally successful producers because they are probably living up 
to their historical earnings level and need that money on a regular basis to support their lifestyles. And most agency 
owners don’t pay themselves that way either (If it’s good for the goose…. the fairness doctrine at work). It is demeaning 
to pay someone who you and they know will earn $75,000 at a $40,000 rate until they (again) prove the $75,000 every 
year. 
         While compensation for producers is determined by their overall revenue production, whether they are invited to 
stay employed at the agency during the year should depend on their levels of activity. If your Relationship Manager invests 



most of his time serving his existing book of business, he is NOT in a production role, he is an Account Executive, and he 
should be paid accordingly. Even as an account executive, he may sell some insurance and will achieve additional income 
accordingly, but we are not expecting him to perform at the high levels we expect from Relationship Managers who are 
devoted to building NEW relationships with folks we do not yet insure (thereby growing the agency each year). 
 
         Those Relationship Managers may need to devote some time to maintaining relationships with clients they have 
already sold (in order to assure their retention) and they receive part of their income for the retention of those clients. 
But their “bread is buttered” primarily by introducing the agency to prospects and converting them to clients. These 
Relationship Managers are worth their weight in gold. The Relationship Manager’s goals each year involve their income 
expectations and are driven down to how many visits they need to make with clients and prospects each day, week, and 
month in order to assure their success. 

 
THEIR MEASURE OF SUCCESS IS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE REQUIRED ACTIVITY EVERY WEEK MORE THAN THEIR SALES, 
THEMSELVES. 
 
         This article addresses the measures of success, not the “HOW” to pay producers. We have other articles and 
consulting advice to maximize the effectiveness and motivation of producers through their compensation program – call 
us at 800-779-2430 to talk about that. 
 
         The measure of success of any customer service job is how many customers (and how much revenue base) they can 
service. This is illusively simple. The more clients an employee can manage and the more revenue he or she can manage 
each year, the more they are worth to you as an employee. So the measure of success and of compensation is the number 
of employees serviced and revenue base of those clients on a rolling 12-month basis. You can establish a report from 
either AMS or Applied and from most other systems that will automatically give you and the employee that information 
on an annual basis. 
  
         While you don’t pay service employees on a commission, in fact their existing compensation divided by the size of 
their book of business tells you what percentage of the commissions generated they get as compensation. If you are 
satisfied that the service employees are earning a fair percentage of the commission that is competitive and still permitting 
you to earn a profit from their efforts, keeping that percentage stable will give each employee a raise in accordance with 
their performance every year. The most important part that will motivate the employees. once they understand the 
implications, is giving them the report of their own annual performance every month. They will soon realize that they are 
looking at their potential raise when raise time approaches. 
 
         Of course, this principal is more complicated in execution (what if you’re currently paying too much or not enough 
to one or more people), but this gives you the concept and we can help you tailor it to your agency. 
 
         Administrative employees who do not deal with customers are actually almost treated like owners from a 
measurement standpoint. Like other employees, we determine their value to the agency based on their current 
compensation divided by the agency’s “operating” income. Operating income is limited to commissions and fees, the rest 
accruing to the benefit of owners, but not of employees. And the measure of their future value is their percentage of 
compensation to operating income as that income stream grows.  
         Managers are judged by two things, growth to expectation and profit of their responsive department. All other things 
aside, their future with the agency should be dependent on their ability to plan for growth and profit each year and 
motivate their employees to achieve those goals through implementation of appropriate action plans measured monthly 
by the benchmarks of every action plan and objective. They earn bonuses for achieving more than the combined growth 
and profit projected and will earn raises accordingly - based on their fair compensation for the prior revenue base growing 
as the revenues grow, subject to maintaining a sufficient profit margin. 
 
We can help any agency specifically tailor a compensation program to their situation and needs. No two agencies are 
exactly alike so tailoring is needed in every case. However, two caveats must be mentioned in case you use this information 
to “do it yourself”. First, the Fairness Doctrine, that is used by every employee to demand more money because they 
“work hard” and shouldn’t be penalized just because the agency hasn’t done well in total. THE WORLD IS NOT FAIR! GOOD 
PEOPLE ARE HURT AND DIE! SOMETIMES THE BAD PREVAIL! And, no, Toto, you don’t get a raise if we don’t grow or we 
don’t make a profit in the agency. And for those “hard workers”, you must sometimes point outside the window to the 



folks who are digging ditches. They “work” harder than any office worker, but may not be paid as much because they are 
not as financially productive. Similarly, if the growth and profit isn’t available, regardless of fault, raises cannot be given.  
 
         The second issue that must be acknowledged is that most of the agency’s employees ARE, in fact, on salary, not on 
commission. This means that their compensation cannot be decreased when revenues decline or profit disappears. 
However, they cannot get a raise until the revenue base for which they are earning a salary increases to a level above the 
highest previous level. And, by the way, if your agency’s revenue diminishes sufficiently, you are not guaranteeing every 
employee a job. Declining businesses must cut staff if revenue declines sufficiently. It should always be the least productive 
staff. 
 
If you would have any questions or would like to implement a compensation program in your agency that motivates every 
employee toward growth and profit, call Al at 800-779-2430. 
 

THE PERPETUATION OF THE INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENCY 
 
         For the past several years we have been asked to address both of the major insurance agency associations at the 
national and state levels, a growing number of concerned insurance companies and hundreds of individual insurance 
agencies on the topic of the Perpetuation and Succession of the Independent Insurance Agency.   
  
         It is not surprising that each of these three audiences is seriously concerned about this subject. It is also not surprising 
that each of these audiences is concerned with substantially different aspects of perpetuation and has much different 
motivations for their concern. 
  
         The associations are actually concerned over the future of the independent agency system because their reason for 
being is in support of this system. If the system decreases sufficiently, there is no need for two competing associations on 
a local level (as reflected in the mergers of the associations in many states) and the importance and work needed at the 
national level also diminishes as the numbers of agencies decrease. 
  
         The insurance companies who remain dedicated to the independent agency as their primary distribution force are 
scratching their heads and asking themselves how they can maintain their support in light of the merging out of existence 
of so many agency entities. The coldest reality that the carriers are experiencing is the movement of business on a 
wholesale level to other companies as agencies are consolidated through merger and acquisition. The fact that relatively 
few agencies are being started while so many are being melded into other entities gives rise to feelings within the 
companies that they should be seeking other distribution methods not to abate their support of loyal agents, but as a self-
defense mechanism. 
  
         The insurance agency owners themselves are the least concerned with the perpetuation of either their own agencies 
or with the agency system as a whole. The common goal of every agent is the attainment of the value for their asset when 
the time comes that they either retire or fall over. They are, correctly, concerned with their own well-being as well as the 
well-being of their families. Secondarily, but not minimized, is their concern over the well-being of their staff and of their 
clients. They assume (rightly in most cases) that the employees will find other jobs and the clients have many other options 
for representation for their insurance programs. 
  
  
So does this imply the death knell for the insurance agency system?? 
Absolutely not!! 
  
All that these three groups must do is coincide in their goals toward the perpetuation of insurance agencies and in the 
growth of new agencies. 
  
         State and national associations must take the lead by adding a high degree of training for future insurance agency 
owners. They are WONDERFUL in training and supporting the technical knowledge of insurance agents. Because of the 
specter of licensing and continuing education requirements, the associations have a minimal number of management 
training programs. Better management training would make agency staff personnel better insurance agency owners and 
would bring new blood into the agency force. This action would add both new agencies and new owners to the current 



mix. The associations must concentrate on working with carriers to grant appointments to young agents who represent 
the industry’s best chance of growth of clients (and premiums for the carriers). The Association should also work with the 
agencies on marketing and planning training for growth-oriented agencies. 
  
         The insurance companies must again begin training agents to become agency owners. Training must include their 
company philosophies and products and management and relationship selling techniques that would overcome the billion 
dollar advertising budgets of our friends at the direct writers. The direct writers have found the formula for eliciting 
positive images and over-simplifying the insurance products (to price issues only) through cute images and sound-bites in 
the major media. They can’t fight (and some are now beginning to tout) the need for insurance counselors and local 
professionals to help the end customer with the more intricate and difficult decisions about protecting themselves and 
their assets.  
  
         The companies can also participate in the internal perpetuation of agencies (through financial guarantees) and in the 
creation of new agencies whose primary goals would be in growth of clients (and premiums to those companies). There 
was a time that carriers had a position of Agency Managers in their marketing departments whose participants were 
mostly concerned with generating growth. Now, most companies try to incent agents to grow (with contingency, trips and 
contests) the way they always have, but their incentives are reactive only and have no teeth. Imagine the concept of 
paying growing producers a higher general commission rate than what is being paid to stagnant or declining agencies. This 
would be a pro-active measure to support new and growing agencies. It would not diminish loss-ratio sensitive 
contingency contracts as an incentive to remain the company’s front-line underwriter for all agents. A “staged” 
compensation program would permit new agents time to grow with a definitive “bite” on their earnings potential if no 
growth occurred (pretty much a self-terminating contract). 
  
COMPANIES MUST GROW TO SURVIVE. MANY WILL NOT. THOSE THAT SURVIVE AND THRIVE USING THE AGENCY SYSTEM 
WILL DO SO BY CHANGING THEIR INCENTIVES TO DIRECT THEIR DISTRIBUTION FORCE TO DO WHAT IS MOST CRITICAL TO 
THE CARRIERS, GROWING PREMIUM THROUGH NEW CLIENT PRODUCTION (WITH ACCEPTABLE UNDERWRITING, OF 
COURSE). 
  
         The agency owners themselves will always maintain the ability to prepare and sell their agencies for their appropriate 
value. The question is whether they will choose to internally perpetuate their businesses or be forced to sell to competitors 
to gain that value. The financial support of the carriers does not come without “strings” for new agency owners, regardless 
of whether they are internal perpetuators or new agencies. Those “strings” involve: first, maintaining the financial stability 
to continue paying the selling owners (or the carriers, if they finance internal purchases), and second, the continued 
growth of the agency for the responsive carriers. 
  
         Both of these issues bode well for the retiring owners. They no longer need be worried about how their staff members 
can get sufficient dollars to pay for the agency. The agency perpetuation would be similar to the friendly perpetuation of 
parent to children in the past. The old owners would be “guaranteed” payment. The incoming owners would not have to 
go to bankers who don’t understand the value of renewal customers. They would only have to “do the right thing” in the 
maintenance of sufficient liquidity to pay their debt and actually market insurance to the buying public as the local 
professionals they purport themselves to be in order to grow the agency. 
 

LEST WE FORGET! 
I believe there are more instances of the abridgment of the freedom of the people by gradual and silent encroachments 
of those in power than by violent and sudden usurpations. 
  
-James Madison   
 

 WHO'S READING THE PIPELINE? 
 
All of the mailing services claim to provide metrics of the readership of our newsletter. 
But, frankly, we don't believe them. 
We have an EXTENSIVE subscription list. We thank you for that. But is the newsletter being viewed or read? 
Please take a moment to let us know. 
 



Simply send an email to PIPELINE Editor at Arfien@agencyconsulting.com . We invite all of your comments. This will give 
us an unscientific presumption of readership.  
 
The Pipeline is intended to provide general information and background in regard to the subject matter covered. It is sold 
with the understanding that neither the writers nor Agency Consulting Group are engaged in rendering legal, accounting 
or tax advice. 
 
The Pipeline is published monthly by the Agency Consulting Group, Inc., 507 N. Kings Hwy, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034, Copyright 
(c) by Agency Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction is permitted with the permission of Agency 
Consulting Group. For subscription information of reproduction orders ($10) - call 856-779-2430. Printed in USA. 
 


